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Abstract
Role modeling has been identified as an important
component of medical learners’ training in coping with
patient deaths. In this qualitative study, internal medicine
residents and their ICU attendings were interviewed to
better understand what attendings are intending to teach
and what residents perceive they are learning about how
physicians cope with patient deaths. There may be gaps
in role modeling, which could be addressed by team
debriefings after a patient death.

Research Question
What are ICU attendings role modeling to MHIM residents about coping
with patient deaths?

Limitations and next steps
Results reflect the experiences of residents and ICU
attendings in MedStar Baltimore hospitals and may not
generalize to other settings. Biases of the authors, including
the belief that discussion of emotional responses is generally
helpful, may have influenced our findings.
Next steps include piloting team debriefings after patient
deaths in the ICU to clarify the best methods and address
potential barriers.

Conclusion

Introduction

Gaps between role modeling by ICU attendings and
perceptions of residents in how physicians cope
with patient deaths may be creating an informal
curriculum that leaves residents less than well-

Interview Themes
1.
2.
3.
4.

Methods
-Qualitative study using semi-structured interviews
-MHIM* residents and their ICU attendings in 3 hospitals
-15 residents (9 female): 8 PGY1, 4 PGY2, 3 PGY3
-7 attendings (2 female): years in practice 1.5-34
-Interviews recorded and transcribed, coded for themes
-Interviews conducted until thematic saturation achieved

5.
6.

Some deaths are more difficult than others
Residents and ICU attendings experience a range of emotional reactions to
patient deaths
ICU attendings tend to not show reactions to patient deaths
Residents question their own competency, ICU attendings question the
process
Deaths are rarely discussed
Team debriefings could be helpful

equipped to cope effectively. Semi-structured team
debriefings after patient deaths may help bridge
these gaps.
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*MHIM: MedStar Health Internal Medicine residency, Baltimore

